New Jersey Warehouse for Humanitarian Aid for Ukraine

We are very grateful to Governor Phil Murphy of NJ for his help in procuring of a 10,000 sq ft facility in Harrison for the warehousing of humanitarian aid for Ukraine. The facility is open 24 hours / 7 days a week and is conveniently located near Newark’s airport and harbor, facilitating both the storage and shipment of critical supplies.

Submitting a Request to Leverage the Warehouse

A clearing house process has been established to ensure we are able to:
• Give priority first acceptance approval to those goods deemed most critical
• Ensure proper approvals/licenses are in place for the acceptance and shipping of items requiring special permission
• Provide the warehouse facility manager with detailed information regarding scheduled deliveries
• Coordinate the pick of significant donations, where transportation services are requested
• Recommend alternative donation sites, if necessary, for non-critical items

Once approval to leverage the warehouse has been granted, more detailed instructions will be provided. Please note, all humanitarian aid must arrive pre-sorted, packaged appropriately for shipment and clearly labeled with specific description of contents and quantity inside.

Please complete the following form to submit your request to the warehouse:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NJUkrWarehouse

All additional inquiries should be directed to njukrwarehouse@gmail.com

Prioritization of Needed Aid

Priority I:
• Medical Supplies
• Military Equipment
• First Aid Supplies
• Hygiene Supplies

Priority II:
• Non-Perishable Food
• Camping Equipment
• Blankets / Linens
• Clothing